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MULTI-JET PRODUCTION RATES IN

DEEP-INELASTIC MUON-PROTON SCATTERING

Carlos W. Salgado*

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O.Box 500

Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.

Abstract

Measurements of forward multi-jet production rates in deep-inelastic muon-

proton scattering are presented. Data were taken with a 490 GeV muon beam

incident on a hydrogen target. Jets were defined using the JADE jet finding
algorithm. The measured rates are presented as function of W, the hadronic

center-of-mass energy and the jet resolution parameter, y_,t, in energies up to

W=33 GeV. Good agreement is found in comparisons with predictions of the

QCD-inspired Lund Monte Carlo models.. Non-perturbative QCD production

mechanisms, inside the Lund Model, can not reproduce the results for energies

greater than W __ 20 GeV. Sensitivities of the jet rate measurements to the

low z (z __ 0.02) gluon content of the nucleon and the evolution of a0 are
studied.

INTRODUCTION been possible for the first time due to the high.

est muon beam energies available at the Teva-
Deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scatterin 8

tron.
(DIS) has been associated with measure-

First order (ao) QCD corrections to the DISments of nucleon structure functions 1 and,

through them, the parton distributions and Born cross-section include two new final state

the strong coupling constant, c¢o.2 Measure- processes: gluon bremsstrahlung and photon-

ments of DIS cross-sections represent one of gluon fusion, shown in figure 1. For a fixed

the cleanest ways to obtain the parton dis- beam energy, the kinematics of the order a_

tributions and to measure a°. Studies of final state partonic system are defined by five

differential cross-sections observing the final variables. Two variables describe the elec-

hadronic system produced in DIS, as for troweak vertex kinematics, Q_: the negative

example multi-jet production, can also be square of the virtual photon four-momentum
and z = Q2/2Pq, and three describe the ft-

used for the determination of these quan-
nal partonic phase space, zp = Q2/2pq, z =tries. However, these measurements have
trpz/pq and _b the azimuthal angle of the par-

not acquired the same degree of precision as
tonic plane relative to the _ scattering plane.the structure functions measurements. Mea-
The particle four-momenta: P, q,p and pz are

surements of multi-jet production rates, by

:'|I1 the E665 experiment at Fermilab s, have de._.ned in fig-re 1. The _,,.c_io,)_ of the -,,,-leo:-_
! momentum carried by the struck parton, 77,is

given by 77= z/zp, since p = r/P. The total
*Representin8 the Fermilab E665 Collaboration
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Figure 1. First order am corrections to the deep-
inelastic muon-proton scattering. (a) Gluon bremm-
strahlung (b) photon-gluon fusion.

____.___ ....._._,\ l'r_
hadronic center-of-mass energy is W, related ._ I--_7\

to the previous variables by W = = (P + q)_ ---

The production rates for these processes qz =s_vZ

have been calculated in perturbative QCD 4. zjm(t+t) w .zlfr

At order ao, they are directly proportional to (a)
a,, in contrast to the more complicated total
DIS cross-section expressions. Q2 = 13.7GeV2

After f_agmentation, given a particular jet w =24Gev

finding algorithm and enough center-of-mass

energy, these events can be observed as three-

jet events. They can be described in the vir- _oma1... _ precu
tual photon-proton center-of-mass system as

two jets produced by the fragmentation of

the final partonic states (mostly going forward ///i:...
with respect to the direction of the incoming //

virtual photon) and one backward going jet

produced by the target remnants. The usual 3_ (2+1)
nomenclature for this configuration is (2+ 1) _,

jets ((1+1) for the Born term). (b) ,

DATA

The E665 experiment s used a 490 GeV

muon beam which struck a 1.15 m long hydro- Figure 2. E665 observed events boosted to the vir-
gen target. Charg_'d particles reconstructed in tual photon-proton center-of-msu frame and pro-

the tracking system and fitted to the primary jetted into the hadronic plane: (a) a (l+l)-jets event,
(b) a (2+l)-jets event.

vertex and neutral particles reconstructed in

the electromagnetic calorimeter are used. The

tracking system is essentially in the forward di-

rection (data from the streamer chamber de-

_ tector that surrounded the target region are

, I, i_ ...... 'P_III'_' _' _' _ _I" ,,rf[lh,,,



not included in this analysis). The event sam- cle energies, 81j the angle between them and e

pie is defined by appling the following kine- an efficiency factor applied to W defining the

matical cuts: Q2 > 4.0 (GeV/c) 2, v > 40GEV, energy scale. All quantities are calculated in

= > 0.003 and 0.05 < v/EB,o,,_ < 0.95, the virtual photon-proton center-of-mass sys-

where v is the energy of rh. virtual photon tem. The minimum YO is compared to the jet
in the lab frame. Events from coherent pho- resolution parameter, you,. If v._._'_ < y,_, theot 3

ton bremsstrahlung were identified as such if two particles four-momenta are added to form

v > 200 GeV and Ec_,_/v > 0.035 and re- a new particle k, such that P_h= P_' + id;. The

moved from the data sample. Only parti- procedure is repeated until _.i,_ is larger or,Tr 3

cles going forward in the virtual photon-proton equal to y_t. The resulting combined patti-

center-of-mass system were considered. More cles are called jets. Ali charged particles a_=e

details on the analysis can be found in refer- assumed to be pions and all neutral particles

ence [3]. to be photons. The forward n-jet rates are the

Figure 2 shows two observed E665 events ratios between the number of events wl.n for-

boosted into the virtual photon-proton cen- ward n-jets and the total number of events.

ter of mass system and projected onto the We found that using e = 0.5 when applying

hadronic plane (the plane containing the vir- the algorithm to the raw data minimized the

tual photon and in which the sum of the detector efficiency and acceptance corrections.

squared transverse momenta of the hadrons is The final results were corrected for this choice

maximized). The llne segments are propor- of scale and are presented for e = 1.0.

tional to the particle momenta and neutral

and charged particles are shown. Electronic A GEANT_-based Monte Carlo simulation
and streamer chamber detector information is of our detector was used to correct the data

included. Figure 2a shows the expected topol- distributions for geometrical acceptance., re-

ogy of a (1+1) jet event and figure 2b shows a construction efficiency and resolution. The

(2+1) jet event, with the backward jet in the Lund Monte Carlo (LEPTO 5.2 and JETSET

direction of the proton and the two forward 6.3) s was used as the physics generator. Both

jets in the direction of _he photon. A quatita- versions of the Lund generator, matrix elt

tive jet analysis, such as the measurement of ments (ME) and parton showers (PS), we_e

r_-jet rates, needs a jet "counting" algorithm able to reproduce many aspects of the data_

and corrections for acceptance and detector el- including the uncorrected jet rates, with sim-

ficiencies, ilarly good accurancy. The data distributions

were corrected bin by bin using:

JET RATES MEASUREMENTS

R*'"""" W) RMC'""= R W)
To define the number of jets in an event ,., q,Y,.,,t, RM v ,.,,,o,, ,_ (Y,_,t,

we use the JADE jet finding algorithm 8. The

JADE algorithm was designed to resemble where RMC t_,.. was obtained applying

the technique use in perturbative QCD cal- the JADE algorithm to the primary forward

culations to overcome soft and colinear sin- hadrons generated by the Monte Carlo and

gularifies. In ghe experimental implements- R Mc "'*°" was obtained from Monte Carlo gen-

tion of the algorithm, a test variable, yij = erated events subjected to the identical anal-

2E_Ej(1-co,_Oij)/(eW) _ is calculated for each ysis as to the data.

i pair of hadrons, i and j. E_,_ are the parti-

...... _" ' vlOI'" '_l_l' _ ........ . I, '_l_r., _ '_
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Figure 3. Forward di-jet rates versus W, for ycl, = 0.04. Different Lund model predictions are also shown.

We estimated the systematic uncertainties but the naive parton model based Lund Monte

in the jet rates due to the event and particle se- Carlo ('non-QCD') can not explain the data_

lection criteria to be less than ±0.01, and that Error bars represent binomial statistical errors

due to our ability to model the acceptance and and the marked region, the estimated system-

efficiency of the apparatus to also be less than atic uncertanties.

:t:0.01. We varied the initial choice of energy

scale in the definition of y_j from values of e QCD ANALYSIS

between 0.3 and I, and found that the final

corrected jet rates values were very stable, at
QCD information from the hadronic sys-

the ±0.015 level The most important uncer-
tem might be extracted if hadron°parton du-

tanty c_Lme from the physics generator used ality can be established; in other words, if the
within the Monte Carlo° We estimated this

hadronic jet rates measure the underlying pas.
uncer'_ainty by comparing the corrected rates

tonic jet rates predicted by perturbative QCD,
using the ME and the PS options of the Lund

Figure 4 shows the corrected forward hadronic
Model, The differences in the resultant rates

jet rates compared to the forward partonic jet
were Q)z dependent but were always less than

rates as simulated by the ME Lund Mont_
0.04. The combined systematic uncertanties

Carlo (obtained by applying the JADE find.

were estimated adding the model dependent ing algorithm to the partons generated by the
uncertainties to the sum in quadrature of all

Lund Monte Carlo). They agree at the 20%

the others. This total systematic uncertainty level. The next step will be to find the rela-

is always less than 0.06. tion between the forward produced rates and
Figure 3 shows the forward di-jet rates versus

the (2+1) jet ratescalculated by perturbative
W fora valueof V=a = 0.04. Also shown are

QCD. Different jet finding algorithms might
thepredictionsofthe Lund ME and PS Monte

alsobe exploredto minimizethesecorrections.
Carlos.Defaultvaluesfbrthe parameters in

We are stillworking to disentangletheseel-
both Lund options and Mor_n & Tung-LO recta.
p,_t.on_Ast_b-t_o,__s _ were ..q_.d. G_ofl a_.-

_![ The goal is to obtain information about the

meat is observed with the QCD based models, gluon distribution function, G(_7, Q2) and the
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Figure4.Forwardjetrat_vezsus_/_stinfourW bins.The sohdlinesareforwardpartooicjetrat_fromtheLund
ME Monte Ca_losimulation.

strongcouplingconstant,(_,.Thisinforma- haveabigcontributiontothe(2-+-i)jetcross°
tion can be obtained by comparing data and section, thus we expect to be sensitive to the

perturbative QCD predictions. I will present form of G(_, Q2).
here our first attempts to estimate sensitivity To study the sensitivity of the jet rates to

of the jet rates to G(_, Q_) and _,. To fix the the gluon distribution, we chose the form_

final partonic state phase space, we chose to _G(_, _) = Ao_-A'(1- _)Z, and studied the
fix z = 0.02 and _/_ = 0.04 (limits of the jet rates sensitivity to changes to the value of

phase space integration). If we assume that A_. We keep A_ fixed (from LO Mor_m &Tun_

all parton distributions 9 and the mass of the c_stributions 9) and change A0 to mantain the

quarks are known, the only unknown quantity sum over the gluon momenta constant when

in the (2+1) jet rates is _,. chan_in_ A_. Figure 5a shows the partonic

Figure 5b shows predictions for the (2+1) jet (2+1) jet rates obtained from the Lund ME
rates from the ME Lund Monte Carlo model at Monte Carlo for three values of A_; 0.0, 0.4

the parton_c level, for fixed (at (_ = 7GeV _) and 0.7. The absolute difference between the

and running (_°. The Lund Monte Carlo pre- rates is of the order of 6.09. Comparing to our

dicts, in our energy re,me, a maximum dif- present experimental uncertainty (of the order
ference of rates between _, fixed and running, of 0.06), we expect to be sensitive to values of

of the order of 0.02. As explained before, the Ax of the orde_ of AA_ = 0.?.

uncertainties associated with our present mea-

surements are of the order of 0.06. CONCLUSIONS

The gluon distribution function enters the

(2+1) jet rates through an _ntegral of the Measurements of forward multi-jet prod _c-

the photon-gluon fusion process is expected to W _ 33 GeV using the ,JADE jet. finding al-
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Figure 5. Lund ME Monte Carlo partonic (2+1) jet rates versus Q2, (a) for three different choices of the gluon

distribution, and (b) for c_, fixed (at Qa = 7 Ge V 2) and running.
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